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QUESTION 1

You are using native Kubernetes, and you want to deploy three identical containers. What Is the recommended way to
do so? 

A. Create a deployment object that specifies three replicas of a pod. which defines the desired container settings. 

B. Create a pod object that specifies three separate containers; specify the same settings for each container. 

C. Create one container object. Then specify three instances of that object in a separate pod object. 

D. Create three container objects. For each object specify the same image and settings. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Ezmejal Container Platform solution that manages an internally created Kubernetes cluster. The cluster
uses AD for Its authentication settings, and users can successfully log into the platform with their domain credentials. 

You have created a Tenant on the cluster which has the "AI/ML project" setting enabled on it. You have also created a
Notebook cluster within that project. However, users receive an error when they try to log into the Notebook endpoint
(Jupyter Hub) with their domain credentials. 

What should you check? 

A. That the users have a manually created external account that assigns them to the Cluster Admin role in the cluster 

B. That the Notebook cluster has a "cluster" connection to the AD server hostname 

C. That the users have a manually created external account that assigns them to the Admin status in the AI/ML Project 

D. That the Notebook cluster has a "secret" connection with this value: "hpecp-ext-auth- secret" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to set up email alerts. 

When do you need to exec into the Ezmeral Container Platform controller\\'s "epic-nagios" container, as opposed to
using the Web Ul? 

A. When you want to set a custom source email address for the alerts 

B. When the controller DNS server does not have an entry for the destination email domain 

C. When you want to specify multiple destination email addresses and groups 

D. When you want to send an alert to an SNMP version 3 server 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You have added a deployment object to the "tenant!" namespaces on a Kubetnetes cluster using the 

"cluster.local" domain name. 

The deployment\\'s pods run a Web-based application. You want the application running on these pods to 

be accessible within the cluster at hostname: 

portaLtenantl.svc.clusteUocal. Which object meets these requirements? 

A. A service object with ClusterIP type and name "portal" 

B. A replica set object with container ports 80 and 443 

C. A configmap object with ports 80 and 443 and name "portaLtenant l" 

D. A kdcluster object with hostname "portal.tenantl.svc.cluster.local" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs an Ezmeral Container Platform solution for supporting a mix of statef ul and stateless applications.
The customer also wants the platform to nost Ezmeral Data Fabric on Kubernetes. 

Which systems are recommended for the Data Fabric workers? 

A. SimpliVity 380s 

B. Synergy 380s 

C. Apollo 4200s 

D. Apollo 6500s 

Correct Answer: D 
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